
Each day is a struggle to care for all these 
precious animals and today, more than ever, we 
NEED YOUR HELP! With your continued support 
we can continue to make a difference. Thank you 
so much for being part of our journey to save 
lives and find forever homes for these precious 
animals. 

 

Dear DAWGS Family, 

YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF 
HOMELESS ANIMALS IN THE PANHANDLES OF 
TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA!  Because of your support and generosity, we have been able to rescue 8,813 dogs and cats 
and find homes for 8,118 in the past 11 years. We have a tremendous amount of animals patiently waiting for their forever 
homes and we are only able to care for them because of YOU!  Because of your kindness we were able to take in a mother 
pit bull and her nine puppies dumped at our front gate, right after a storm.  Because of your compassion, we were able to 
help a woman in the final stages of COPD find homes for her ten beloved cats. Because of your help, we were able to help 
a marine who was being deployed. She couldn’t find anyone to help her in five states from AZ to TX to care for her two cats 
with Feline Leukemia, until she could come back home. We had them for a year and now they are home with their mom. 
Because of your generosity we were able to help a man diagnosed with cancer. He had two dogs that he loved but could 
not have them with him while he was going through treatments. We kept them for six months and once again healthy, he 
came back to get them…a great reunion! Because of your goodwill we were able to take in four cats whose mom had 
suddenly died and no one else would help, because the cats were too old. They are now in their forever homes. Because of 
your support we can answer the calls from other shelters of animals on euthanization lists.  The animals are so wonderful 
they do not want to see them die or so sick or hurt they just need someone to save and care for them until they can find 
them homes…and we have been able to do that. Because of your help we were able to make one shelter “no kill” for six 
weeks while a rescue group was organized. Because of your benevolence we have helped blind, deaf, three legged and 
crippled animals who had no options, find their forever homes. Because of your encouragement and aid we have made the 
difference in the lives of animals and people…we could not do it without YOU! 

Your kindness at work… 
 Animals rescued                8,813             Reunited Lost/Found Pets                 303 
 Animals adopted               8,118             Animals currently in foster care        43 

 Special Adoption Programs:                  Community transferred pets(2014)     29 

        Silver Paws                   294           *Community Spay/Neuter Clinics    1,315 

       Hounds for Heroes         397                  *(Sponsored by the Payne Foundation) 

 



We are so grateful for all of our faithful donors who have always helped with our needs. Your $10 donation provides 
an immunization to protect a puppy or kitten from life threatening diseases, or to purchase a microchip to keep them safe.  
Donations of $25 buys a bag of dog food or cat food and we go through 40 of those a day! We are very grateful to Merrick 
Pet Care and the Rescue Bank for helping us with our food. Oftentimes those resources are not available, as these kind 
companies help so many rescues and shelters. Your contribution provides the much needed nutrition that the animals need 
during these crucial times. Donations of $50 to $100, goes towards neutering or spaying of the animals in our care. We use 
every penny directly to the care of the animals…the administrative and related duties are happily provided by Mark and I. 
Our overhead costs are overwhelming at times but with your continued support we are able to care for these dear animals. 

We really need your help... the Texas Panhandle has always been a forbidding place to care for animals. The winds can 
be relentless and the weather temperatures vary from freezing cold to stifling hot. We currently have mostly outside kennels 
for the dogs, which is good for respiratory and general health but is a big problem in bad weather. Texas has suffered from 
drought for the past several years but now we are receiving rainstorms on a regularly basis…we just wish that some of them 
had missed our little corner of the state!! In the summer time we use tarps to provide shade for everyone and of course they 
all have igloo houses. The latest storms came through and literally flooded every pen…fifteen hours later everyone was safe 
and dry, but it had destroyed most of our tarps and made a huge mess. YOU have always come to our aid to care for the 
animals and now we desperately need to provide some permanent structures that can protect the animals from the severe 
weather we endure, which will only get worse if the predictions for El Nino are realized this year. The cost for a building is 
$110,000 which is a HUGE sum!  Having a barn will protect our senior dogs from the harsh conditions and provide a much 
needed beginning to get everyone in a safe and protected environment. We are not increasing the number of animals we 
currently care for… we are just trying to provide better shelter from the weather conditions until they can be adopted. A 
phenomenal supporter has offered to match each construction dollar donated to meet our goal.  Please help us take the 
next step to care for these precious creatures!  We have worked tirelessly to save these animals, provide them second 
chances and find them forever homes. All we ask is that you find it in your hearts to help us meet our goal. Please send 
your check or go online to www.dawgsntexas.org to make your donation.  We need to meet our goal by September 15 to be 
ready for winter. Our animals are counting on your continued help and support. Thank you for always being there for us!  

Love always, 

Diane and Mark and everyone from DAWGS 

Here are just a few of our latest stories: 

RORY is an adorable mix who finally has found his forever home! His homeless mother 
had been found during a terrible blizzard and within a few days gave birth to four little 
ones. The dedicated mom took great care of her babies but they were all very frail due to 
her having been on the street for so long.  Sadly, at 8 weeks old they all became sick with 
Parvo and were in and out of the veterinarian’s office for a month. Finally they were all 
well enough to go to adoptions and sweet Rory was quickly adopted. After about six 
months the adopter brought Rory back as they had to move and could not take him with 
them. So, Rory went to his foster home and finally found his forever home at an adoption 
event in Amarillo. The little girl told her mom, “Want woowoo!”  Woo Woo apparently 
meaning dog! Thank you for giving these beautiful animals a second chance at finding a 
lifetime of love and happiness.     
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BOSTON, a boxer, was found dumped on the side of the 
road, close to the sanctuary. When we first approached 
him we thought he had been hit by a car. He could hardly 
move so we immediately took him to the veterinarian. The 

vet’s prognosis was 
very grave. He 
suggested that Boston 
had a spinal injury, 
degenerative muscular 
disease, or any number 
of other possibilities 
and euthanasia would 
be the best solution. 

We looked into his eyes and decided we would take him 
back with us and make him comfortable and just give him 
a few days. Cindy, one of our amazing volunteers, 
decided to take Boston home and gave him lots of love 
and attention (and vitamins and pain medication).  Within 
a week, Boston was up and walking on his two front legs 
and gradually putting his back legs on the ground. Cindy 
started massaging his back and within a month he had 
completely surprised everyone.  

When Boston tried to walk, he’d still start on his front legs 
but began using his back legs too and even did a small 
gallop now and then.  We took him for adoptions and a 
very nice man 
came in that 
loved Boxers. He 
decided Boston 
needed to go 
home with him 
but would need 
his wife’s 
approval. Once 
she saw him she 
instantly fell in 
love!! When they 
took Boston home they had already set up a vet/therapist 
appointment and they purchased a huge, thick orthopedic 
bed for him to lay on for the ride home. Today, Boston is 
greatly loved and living in a home with two other boxers. 
Thank you for making these second chances possible 
and hopeless situations feasible realities. 

SHELDON is a large, older Husky that was rescued from 
animal control on his last day. He was very scared and 
very large and just a little intimidating so it took a while for 
him to find the perfect home….almost six years! One day 
at adoptions, a nice couple came in looking for a special 

dog.  The young man had 
recently returned from his 
latest tour of duty, serving our 
country. They wanted to adopt 
a pet that needed extra love 
and attention. They looked 
through all our sweet dogs and 
cats and couldn’t find the right 

one, so they decided to come to the sanctuary to look 
around.  A few days later they arrived and spent hours 
meeting each dog and finally they stopped in front of 
Sheldon’s cage. Sheldon normally stayed in his dog 
house when company came to visit but this time he 
leaped out and ran to the fence. It was as if he was 
meeting his old friends and he let out a deep grunt that 
was something between a moan and a whimper and he 
stole their hearts.  They took Sheldon home that day, 
packed into a little two seat roadster.  A few weeks later 
they brought him to adoptions to visit and to be groomed. 
He was so happy and looked amazing. Plus they had 
taught him to shake hands so everyone from the 
grooming department to the front registers had to shake 
his hand.   

The bonus for DAWGS is these two wonderful people 
have now become full time volunteers and fosters and 
travel hours to help with adoptions!  



STEVIE came out to the shelter 
during a blizzard two years ago 
with his family to be 
surrendered. He was going 
blind and they no longer wanted 
him. We were busy, busy 
getting everyone warm and 
prepared for the weather and 
asked the family if they could please keep him safe, until 
after the storm and we would take him in.  They said sure 
and drove away and promptly dumped Stevie on the 
edge of town.  Animal Control found him about thirty 
minutes later standing in the middle of the road shivering 
and called us immediately. Stevie spent the next few 
days at the veterinarian’s and they were able to evaluate 
him. Stevie apparently had some eye trauma that could 

have been treated but it 
was too late to do anything 
at this point. Stevie can 
probably see shadows and 
he has a keen sense of 
hearing and smell and was 
very adoptable. The 
problem is always finding 
someone special to love 
those that need extra care.  
One day a nice couple 

came out to the shelter looking to adopt.  They spotted 
Stevie and knew he was the right dog for them but 
wanted to foster first just to make sure it would work out 
with their other older dog.  So Stevie hopped into their 
truck and off he went to Oklahoma.  Stevie quickly 
adjusted to his new buddy and his new surroundings and 
loves his forever home and family.   

MISS ELLIE is an older Persian kitty that came to us due 
to a bitter divorce.  The man took a job in Texas and 
traveled 2,000+ miles to start his new life. Sadly when he 
got here he found he could not keep Miss Ellie in his 
apartment. So he took her to work but that wasn’t an 
option either, as a fellow employee was highly allergic. 
Miss Ellie came to us and was so depressed she quickly 
became very ill. We slowly nursed her back to health and 
one day a very nice woman that loves cats came by the 
shelter. She saw Miss Ellie and decided she needed a 

forever home. Today, 
Miss Ellie has settled 
into her new home. She 
loves the cats, dogs and 
birds and enjoys sitting 
on top of the couch 
watching the world 
around her and being 
loved.  

CECIL is a beautiful Border Collie/Pyrenees mix that was 
specially bred in New Mexico 
to be the ultimate herding dog.  
Unfortunately Cecil and his 
three brothers and sister had 
absolutely no interest in 
“minding” the flocks of sheep 
and goats. Instead they just 
wanted to run across the 
acres and acres of land and 
play all day.  When the owner 
decided he was done with them, he set out coyote traps 

to catch them, as they 
would not come to him on 
their own. (Animals are 
such good judges of 
character!) Cecil and the 
little girl were caught in  
traps and the rest of the 
“pack” stayed with them to 
protect them. The next 
morning the man brought 
all of them to us. One look 

at their legs and you knew the two needed to see the vet 
right away.  The little girl lost her leg and Cecil had a 
serious leg injury but after months of treatment he was 
finally well. A year later, we had everyone tame enough 
to be adopted and were so happy when they went to their 
forever homes, leaving just Cecil to wait for his.  A nice 
man who came out to look at dogs kept going back to 
Cecil and finally took him out for a walk.  As Cecil came 
through the gate he stopped and looked at the man and 
placed his paw over his hand and then collapsed into the 
man’s arms. After four years in our care, Cecil finally 
found his forever home and is greatly loved. 



TRUDI is an adorable mini-
Australian Shepherd that 
came to us from an animal 
shelter in Amarillo. She was 
on the list to be euthanized 
and when we went by her 
kennel she just wagged her 
tail so much her whole body 

shook. When we took her 
out she ran around and 
around our feet and then sat 
down ready to go. We had 
Trudi for over two years and 
always tried to find her the 
perfect home but began to 
wonder if the right family 
would ever find her. Finally 
they arrived! A young 
couple saw Trudi and the 
woman exclaimed, “Look at her…isn’t she beautiful!” 
They adopted Trudi and took her home but got off to a 
rough start.  Everything was so new to Trudi and she was 
very shy in the new setting. At last, Trudi must have 
realized she was safe and loved and bonded with her 
family. Trudi’s family brings her to adoptions to visit and 
she is always happy to see us but never moves too far 
away from her cherished family. She has found her 
perfect forever home and family.    

INFINITY is a little blue heeler that 
was found running around at a 
local store. Everyone tried to 
rescue her but no one could catch 
her. One day a little boy had some 
doggie treats and she came right 
up to him.  The family brought her 
to DAWGS and we worked with 
her for several months until she 
was ready for adoption.  Today 

she is safe and secure in her new home and greatly 
enjoying playing with her family and buddy, Poppy. 
Doesn’t she look like she is smiling? She is so happy and 
loved! 

 

FLYING PETS TO THEIR FOREVER HOMES 
In addition to all of our wonderful adoptions, we have 
transported many of our dogs and cats to no kill rescues 
in Colorado. We are so grateful for the help of the Pilots 
‘N Paws Program.  It 
provides amazing 
pilots that care so 
much about animals 
that they donate their 
time to fly animals 
where they have 
greater opportunities 
to have a second 
chance at finding homes.  

MOBILE TRANSPORTS TO COLORADO                 

The Amarillo Animal Control has 
gone through some extensive 
positive changes in the past few 
months. We have had an 
opportunity to work with them in 
adopting animals directly at our 
Amarillo adoption events 
and transporting puppies 
to rescues in Colorado.  
Most recently we were 
able to move 20 
puppies, by mobile 
transport, to the 
Colorado Puppy Rescue 
where they all found 
homes within a few weeks. We have another transport 
planned in the next few weeks and hope to continue to 
move these sweet puppies to happy homes in the 
mountains of Colorado.         



OUR HOUNDS FOR HEROES PROGRAM 

 

We greatly appreciate the commitments and sacrifices of 
our military community and our first responders.  In 
gratitude for their dedicated service we offer a discount 
program to help connect them with homeless animals.  
We help create unique opportunities for our “heroes” to 
save a life by honorably adopting homeless cats and 
dogs. We make the joy of pet adoption achievable and 
affordable and it is a huge benefit to both our heroes and 
the little ones’ lives they save.  We have adopted 397 
dogs and cats into heroes’ homes since 2012! 

    

 

                                                              

       

The mission of our Silver Paws program is to ease the 
loneliness of pet loving seniors. We help to create 
exceptional opportunities for our area’s senior community 
to save an animal and enrich their own lives by bring 
them joy, love and lifelong companionship. Seniors 
receive a reduced adoption fee as well as continued 
assistance, as need.  We have adopted 294 dogs and 
cats into seniors’ homes since 2012! 

 

 



Carl Aaron John Daly Daisy and Sippi Healy E.H. Little Etta and Charles Pierce Smokey Bear and Skillet Talley
Skittles Albright Helen Davis Kenny Hedger Putri McAree,  Sabrina Tucker Dog Pirkle Demi Tanking
Irene Allemen Scout Davis Josie Heller    Sammy and Annie Little Sgt Major Basil Plumpley Albertz Taylor
Cecil Altman Clarence Dean Virginia Hendrix Chip Luter Chance Poling Jean Taylor
Teddy Baggenstos Snigglefritzy "Fritzie" Devin Doris, Mable and Kitty Herman Jessie Lyon Emmy Poole Templeton Taylor
Libby Balasus Robo and Buddy Devitt/Diamond Kyle Hickman Wiley Mahanay Jim Poole Themba Tedesco
Victor & Athea Bearden and Delores Dolan Byron Hightower David Maller Karen's sweet babies H.B. and Annette Thompson
Sherman Boddy Frances Dolcater Robert "Bob" Hilder Wagner Manny Gracie and Sadie Prater Toby, Einstein & Bubba Tiemann
Glen Bearden Girlie Girl D'Ovidio Zoe Hillis Arnold Matula Osterman Ida Mae Quillin June Tilson
Buffy and Wildman Willie Becker Ming and Sushi Drew Nathan Holman Mac and Bubba McConnell R.A. "Rick" Ramming Robert "Bob" Tolley
Veta Usrey Bedard Avee Dunn Caroline Holt Gunny, Joey and Max McKee Simon and Garfunkel Reinhart Emily Torres
Charmane, Diddle & Moosie Benders Susan Durbin Margaret (Meg) Hoopes Daisy and Eddie McKee Copper and Maizey Roberts Isaac Trace
Dusty and Scully Bentley Joey Dyer Blush Horwedel Piper Menges Bo Rapstine Roxanne Travers
Candy Berry Abby Dynok Jackson Huff-Dillon Sari Mercedes Sadie Reimer Annie, CJ, Ginny, Josie and
Sophie Bialor Dorothy Eckert Happy, Bailey & Sam Hustin William Merrill and Kodi Bogue Rice   Jinx and Kitty Kat, Chaumbeau
Merlin, Moses & Topaz Bielinski Indy Eichman Greta Hyatt Dorothy,Gracie & Samantha Metzler Sage and Zoe Richens   Puppy, Sunshine, ZZ Bird and
Suey  Billups Beulah Jones Joan Irene Sabrina Michaelson Rocket, Sally, Bill, Jasta,   Pepper Spice Girl Upton
Antonio Blanco Big Guy, Bang Bang & Harley Enley Ally and Sparky Jacobson Ray Miller and Junior Lola and Kittay Lucy and GQ 
Ann and Roy Bogue Darla Etcoff Georgia Jacobson Sherwin Miller and Muffy Marley Rose Rudolf Vogler and Missy
Cassie Bonasera Willie Faust Janet's babies:Agmier, Bernie, Jackpot Milton Gillie Rosenberg Oscar Votel
Sherman Bourhenne Oscar and Daisy Feuer   Brandy, Buffy, Candy, Eunice, Shana Mitch Dugan Roth Poncho Wade
Nipper Boykas/Peachey June Anne Fey   Lotti, Missy,Moma Dog, Sugar, Cassie Molloy Buddy Rowland Willie Waldrop
William Boyd and Austin, Sonora Fisher   Sweet Pea,Top Tricks,SoloOne Mary Anne Moore Arnold Rufino Sunny  and Lucky Walter
Peter, Gretchen and Piper Billie Jean "BJ" Fitzwater   Miss Spiffytoyou, Lapetite Flo Bernadine Morgan Puck Ryder Mary Etta Ward
Lily Boynton Russ Fons Bobby Johnson Sherman Morsan Pickles Salk Irene Breznak Wargo
Ray Brickey Janet G. Freeman Clayton Johnson Alexandria & Fluffy & Tony Smoky Salazar Dusty, Princess & Peanut Waters
Barry Brock and Maggie Georgia Frontiere Lucy Jordan   Wiskas Muchnick Arnie Schenker Ben Wheeler
Cleo Brown Betty & Roger Fuller & Nancy Daisy Joseph Sierra and Moose Nielsen Lou and Jean Schuler Mickey Wilder
Kristen Elaine Brown Eugene and Hazel Fuller Rocky and Chapman Justice Missy Nielsen Laura Viola Scott Tuffy Williamson
Lorna Burge Harold Fuller & Helen Fuller Blue Pumpkin and Saint Kanner Eva and Abe Nikkel Angel Scott Jane Whitman
Rikki Burks Annie Galloway Chewie Kautz Granny Ruth, Bootsie and Tippy Libby Skinner Sue Willbanks
Gelda Burnett Princess Garcia Meredith Kayser LaVell Nutt, Charmer and Raskal Michael Slatton Justin Wilmer
Simmie Callahan, Jr. Molly Geltman Tootsie and Sally Kelly Oakland officers:  Sgts. Dunakin, Tigger Rags Spafford Jean Hayman Wilson
Lenny  and Teddy Cash Lamb Chop Gibbins Alan King   Sakai, Romans & Officer Hege Gina and Lenny Stanley-Jacobson Zoe Wolff
Lady Chambers Ruth Giles Remy Kissam Elwood  and Sydney O'Loughlin Inga, Leroy, Sweetpea and Candi Workman
Bam Bam Chernowez Sparkle-Twinkle Gillis Millie Kitts  and Miles and Miss Kitty   Tecumseh Stenstad Maggie Worrell
Anita Clack Jerry and Beau Goodman Nancy Klein Carly Simon Painter China and Gray Stevenson Angel and Midge Wright
Katy Coffee Tina Goodman Anna Marie Klondike Shana Papaioannou Mike Stevenson Pete 1,2,3, Jotter & Alex Wright
Raymond Conway and Friski John and Margaret Graham Rocket Knight "Kitty" Patterson Angelika Stockwell Rudolf Vogler and Missy
Cuddles, Mimi and Princess Conway Don Hall Casey and Dukey Kraft David D and Nona S Payne Brian Stone Lady Bug and Rosey Von Vorys
Bogue, Coco & Dudley Cook John Hall Larry and Cecelia Krepela Baxter  and Noel Peel Bill Stone Wes Watson
Janet and Clinton Cook Margaret Hallock Eric Charles Krepela Lady Grace, Bullet and Boo Peeples Carol Stout & Kristin Elaine Brown Sophie Weiser
Webster and Riley Cooper Gene Harris Ed Lackey Casey Perry Louis Christian Stratman III Barney Wilson
Nina Cortes Terry Harris Robert Langhorne Milly Perry and Oscar Cook   and Mango Buddy Womble
Olo Cramer William "Scooter" &  "Jake" Harris Wheezie Lawther Kramer and Stella Peters Anthony and Pepper Sucich Luna Youner
Tommy Crisler & Mary Nemec Joey Hart Bill Leonard Walter Peterson Gabriel Swecker Sunny Zimmer
Linda Dallamore Tiger and Gracey Russ-Hayes Copper Lermon Ruth Pickup and Bridget Trouble and Peppermint Talley Tobi Zappa

  "Those we hold in our arms for such a short time we hold in our hearts forever." Author Unknown

IN   MEMORY   OF



                                               In Memory of SYDNEY 
Sydney was a beautiful silky terrier that spent the first six months of his life in a petstore.  He had 
never touched grass or felt a cool breeze.  He was finally rescued by Leslie and Miles and his life
rapidly changed. He was pampered, loved and cherished for the rest of his life.  Sydney was a
very special boy.  He was a busy puppy but at the same time so concerned about those around 
him.  Miles was very ill and had to spend many hours in bed.  Sydney would faithfully lay by his
side or play a happy game of tug of war.  He would sit in Leslie's lap while always keeping an eye
on Miles in case he was needed.  Sadly, Miles passed away early in Sydney's life and he grieved
for Miles and was a tremendous comfort to Leslie.  Sydney always had a wag and a happy bark
for everyone he greeted.  He  was a peace maker and always sought those animals around him
that were frightened or hurt so he could console and comfort them.  Sydney was such a delightful
boy and is missed by everyone whose path he crossed. He was greatly loved by all.

                       In memory of HARLEY
 In memory of GQ       In memory of ROXANNE                                                  In memory of BEULAH In memory of ROSEY

                                IN  HONOR  OF
Phyllis Alexander Sue Cash Kathy and Dave Fuller Alyson and John Lyons Alan and Sharon Preen Mona Trace and Daisy
Irene Allemen Jeffrey Chin-Ray Chang Fred and Gabby Goldman Diane Maller Inge Rapstine Rosey, Timmy & Sandy Trace
Shirley Anderson Cathy Cherry Britt and Janis Goodman Garth Merrick and Family Zoe, Scout, Dixie Rose and Rio Rose, Bill & Toby Travers
Bella Arena Kay Clark Bertie Goodman Tyler Merrick and Family Michael Riccardi Dr. Gina Trew
Marie Arnone Kim Conley Brian and Rebecca Goodman Diana Monaghan Wendy Richens Toby, Bonnie, Landin, Shiloh
Nancy and Ken Becker Jean Conway's Critters, Jewel Suzanne and Desi Hall Howard D. Monroe, Jr. Eve and Donald Rinaldo   and Max and the LPMs
Janina Beagan Maisy, Kali, Ozzie and Tobi Linda Hammond Jill and Guy Natowitz Diana Robinson Barbara Von Vorys
Mary Benner and Adrienne Greer Fran and Joe Cooper Mimi and Marvin Jackson Ruff & Foxy Nelson San Clemente Dog Lovers Sally Water and Rory
Cynthia Bentley Mark and Roberta DeBoer Capt. Jack Jacobson Ryan Newman Foundation Laura Viola Scott Foundation Meredith Wargo
Missy Bledsoe Susan Diamond George & Janet & Thomas Jeanes Leslie O'Loughlin Drake Smith Lynette Washburn
Jimmie, Sue & Holly Boulware Frances Dolcater L.A. Justice David and Nona Payne Foundation Mimi, Joe, Boudreaux & Aztec Elizabeth Waters
Chris Boyd Sharon Dunn Anne Kanner Jennifer Peel Sue Spinello Martha Wilcoxen
Donald Boyd Calvin Easley Robbie and Ellen Little Barbara Polk Kurt and Robin Stratmann Stan Wileczek
T.D. and M.R. Brown Donna Ekrut Sherri Locke Karen Poole and her little shelter Mary Ann Sumners Forest Wilson
Terry and Judy Brown John and Mary Feeley Tonya G. Longo Barbara and John Prater Patricia Tabor Cole and Roscoe Woodroffe
Glenn and Patti Cain Jed Feuer Elizabeth Lowe Nancy Prater, Shadow, Mark and Wendy Taylor Craig and Anita Woods
Broadway Cares Foundation Eileen Fox Walter and Dawn Lowe  and Harry and Chico Steve Toman Mary Kay, Winston & Petee Wright

A special thank you to Alisha, Barb, Bernadette, Bertie, Cassi, Debbi, Donald, Ellen, Eve, George, Gwen, Heather, Janet, Jay, Jennifer, John, Karen, Katie, Ken, Lee, Marci, Meredith, Mo, Nancy, Robbie, 
Roddy, The Sams, Sandy, Thomas, Tonya, Tricia and Tucker.  Thank you to our amazing volunteers and our adoption partners, PETCO and PETSMART.  Thank you to our media supporters, STUDIO 4 
and Townsquare Media and to Sir Speedy for helping with the printing of our newsletters.  And to Merrick Pet Foods and the Rescue Bank for helping provide great food to our precious animals.

                AND A  VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU TO  Y O U   FOR ALL YOUR HELP AND SUPPORT !!
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